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Abreviations
C4S: Compete4SECAP
EnMS: Energy Management System
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LA(s): Local Authority(ies)
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Executive summary
The Compete4SECAP project includes the implementation and certification ISO 50001 of Energy
Management System in 4 local authorities in the participating countries.
The following table provides the overview of the achievements by end of June 2020. Due to the Covid19 outbreak, the certification process in several LAs was delayed.
Country

Croatia

Cyprus

France

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Latvia

Spain

www.compete4secap.eu

Cities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Osijek
Rijeka
Velika Gorica
Zadar
Agios Athanasios
Aradippou
Lakatamia
Strovolos

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brest
Caen
Lorient
Montauban
Amt Hohe Elbgeest
Hohen Neuendorf
Greifswald
Stralsund

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budaörs
Kaposvár
Pestszentlőrinc-Pestszentimre
Újpest
San Vito di Leguzzano
Rubano
Udine
Abano Terme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bauska
Ķegums
Saldus
Tukums
Cieza
Ceutí
Las Torres de Cotillas
Murcia

Certification status
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Pending
Pending
Planned for 18/02/2021
Planned for 28/01/2021
Certified
Scheduled in 2021
Audited, awaiting certificate
Certified
Audited*
Pending*
Audited*
Decided to quit participation
* European Energy Award
methodology is used.
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Scheduled in begining of 2021
Certified
Audited, awaiting certificate
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
Certified
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to report on the energy management system (EnMS) certification
processes carried out by the local authorities participating in the Compete4SECAP project. Most of the
participating local authorities have deployed their EnMS according to the ISO 50001 standard (28 LAs)
and 3 local authorities from Germany have chosen the EEA. Thus, this deliverable will focus particularly
on ISO 50001 although the EEA labelling processes of the other 3 LAs will be presented.
In the first part, we present the Compete4SECAP project and more precisely what an EnMS according
to the ISO 50001 standard is.
The following part per country aims to present the EnMS, explains how the certification audit was
carried out and reports its main conclusions. The information for each EnMS is presented as follows:
•

General characteristics: In a table, the general characteristics of the EnMS is presented (rows)
for each local authority that has set up its EnMS (columns).

•

Audit process: In a table, the progress of the certification audits is presented (rows) for each
local authority that has set up its EnMS (columns).

•

Audit report: The first table lists the number of remarks (major and minor non-conformity,
potential non-conformity, opportunity for improvement) noted by the auditor during the
certification audit. These results are presented for information only and therefore
anonymously. The main conclusions of the certification audit and feedback from the respective
countries are also presented.

Finally, a statistical part highlights the remarks resulting from the various certification audits carried
out within the framework of the Compete4SECAP project.
The ISO 50001 certificates can be seen in the annexes at the end of the document.

www.compete4secap.eu
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2. About Compete4SECAP
The Compete4SECAP project (C4S) aims at helping local authorities in putting their existing Sustainable
Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) into action. The project promotes the adoption of standardized energy
management systems in municipalities through the coordination of national competitions and peerto-peer exchanges in 8 European countries. The project also helps facilitate the upgrade of SEAPs into
Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plans (SECAPs), as per new planning approaches promoted by
the Covenant of Mayors.

Figure 1: The 8 countries participating in the Compete4SECAP project

www.compete4secap.eu
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Each country had a partner whose role was to guide the local authorities throughout the project:

Country

Croatia

Cyprus

France

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Latvia

Spain

www.compete4secap.eu

Partner
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cities
Osijek
Rijeka
Velika Gorica
Zadar
Agios Athanasios
Aradippou
Lakatamia
Strovolos
Brest
Caen
Lorient
Montauban
Amt Hohe Elbgeest
Hohen Neuendorf
Greifswald

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budaörs
Kaposvár
Pestszentlőrinc-Pestszentimre
Újpest
San Vito di Leguzzano
Rubano
Udine
Abano Terme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bauska
Ķegums
Saldus
Tukums
Cieza
Ceutí
Las Torres de Cotillas
Murcia
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ISO 50001 certification: benefits and process
Implementing an Energy Management System (EnMS) allows to closely monitor activities that have a
significant impact on energy performance and to continuously improve it. The ISO 50001 standard was
designed to allow any organisation to pursue, following a systematic approach, the continuous
improvement of its own energy performance.
The methodology can be expanded to SECAP creation and monitoring its principle, rigor and
methodology although the perimeter is quite different (ISO 50001 relates to assets the entity controls
whereas SECAPs are territorial and therefore beyond control).
Setting up an EnMS requires above all human resources and a good knowledge of the standard and
the internal workings of the local authority. A competent team dedicated to the implementation of
the EnMS must therefore be identified.
Participating in a European project such as Compete4SECAP provides technical support to help the
local authority to set up and manage its EnMS. If there is no European project, it is highly
recommended to call on the services of an advisor.
In addition to the technical support provided by the C4S partner organisations, other incentives are
also available in some countries to develop an EnMS. At the time of the project, the following aids
were available:
-

In Croatia, local authorities and other public buildings have national on-line platform for the
energy consumption monitoring – ISGE available to use as a legal obligation. The tool is
covering most of the ISO 50001 requirements therefore; it serves as a support for the energy
management system.

-

In France, there is an incentive bonus for setting up EnMS (Pro SMEn). It is a scheme financed
by the White certificates (Energy Saving Certificates) which contributes up to 20% of the
energy expenditure within the scope of certification (capped at €40,000), on condition that it
is ISO 50001 certified.

-

In Latvia, if the local authority has an energy management system in place, it will have higher
score when applying for EU funding.

ISO 50001 certification process and costs
Certifying LAs is still new to auditors in many countries. Besides the standard changed during the
course of the project to a V2018 and certification bodies had to train themselves / adapt to it alongside.
Certifications costs vary significantly from country to country (although less than observed in 2015
during the 50000&1 SEAPs project). The quotation of the certifications carried out by auditors
according to ISO 50003 may lead to exaggerated time allocations and thereby costs, as you can see
below (“Audit process” tables) with the prices excluding taxes.

www.compete4secap.eu
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3. Croatia
3.1. General characteristics
Zadar
71 471

Rijeka
128 384

Velika Gorica
31 553

4 buildings; City
administration building,
Kindergarten, City library,
Primary school. Energy
consumption (electricity,
heating oil)

2 main administration
buildings. Energy
consumption (electricity,
district heating)

4 buildings: administration,
communal company, 2
primary schools

Significant energy uses

IT equipment, heating, A/C
Cooling, lighting

Heating, A/C cooling, lighting

A/C Cooling, heating
Lighting, IT equipment

Cooking (kitchen
equipment), Heating,
Cooling, IT and lighting, A/C
cooling

Total energy
consumption of the
scope

801 MWh/year

856 MWh/year

1 025 MWh/year

3 169 MWh/year

-

City administration ISO
9001:2008
Communal company
„Čistoća“: ISO 9001:2000, ISO
14001:2004, ISO 50001:2011

ISO/IEC 27001:2013
ISO 9001:2015
HRN EN ISO 37001:2016

-

Number of inhabitants

Scope of the EnMS

Osijek
108 048
3 buildings for
administration purposes
directly under city
management. Main energy
use defined, and energy
consumption (electricity,
district heating, water)

Other certified
management system

www.compete4secap.eu
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3.2. Audit process
Osijek
Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Dates &
Duration

Stage 1
Stage 2

People met

Places / systems visited

Certification: 1 033 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Half a day: 10/12/2019
1 day: 29/01/2020
Energy manager, Senior
expert in the Office for
construction and EE, Head of
department for construction,
energy efficiency and
environment protection, IT
department experts, Deputy
of department for social care,
elderly and health, secretary,
facility maintenance
personnel
3 buildings, heating and
electricity systems

www.compete4secap.eu

Zadar
Rijeka
Velika Gorica
Same certification body for all local authorities.
Certification: 1 464 €
Certification: 1 129 €
Certification: 1 376 €
Surveillance: Unknown
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet
yet
Half a day: 06/12/2019
Half a day: 05/11/2019
Half a day: 07/11/2019
1 day: 21/01/2020
1 day: 27/11/2019
1 day: 11/12/2019
Energy manager, Deputy of
Department for spatial
planning and construction,
School director, facility
maintenance personnel,
kindergarten maintenance
personnel, Library secretary

Mayor, Energy manager,
IT department personnel,
facility maintenance
personnel

Energy manager, Head of
Department for Urbanism
and environmental
protection, School
directors (2), facility
maintenance personnel
(3), director of communal
company, secretary of
communal company

4 buildings, heating and
electricity systems

2 buildings, heating and
electricity systems

4 buildings, heating and
electricity systems
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3.3. Audit report
3.3.1

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Certification result

3.3.2

LA1
0
0
4
6
Success

LA2
0
0
2
4
Success

LA3
0
0
3
5
Success

LA4
0
0
3
3
Success

Main conclusions and feedback

All 4 local authorities have successfully implemented and certified EnMS according to ISO50001:2018 by chosen certification body, and therefore became
the first local authorities in Croatia with ISO 50001:2018 implemented.
During the process, most of the potential non-conformities were corrected before the 2nd stage of certification.
The main challenge for all of them was how to decide on EnMS boundaries, which represents the size of EnMS, since all 4 cities have quite large number
of assets and respectively energy consumption.
Main advantage was the availability and accuracy of energy data in chosen buildings via online platform ISGE, developed on a national level and
coordinated by national agency.
Capacities for EnMS implementation in all LAs were raised during the certification process e.g. one employee in city of Velika Gorica is designated to work
only on EnMS, and beside the energy savings this is the main benefit of EnMS certification.

www.compete4secap.eu
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4. Cyprus
4.1. General characteristics
Number of inhabitants
Scope of the EnMS

Significant energy uses

Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

Agios Athanasios
19 004
The Municipal Town Hall
and the Street lighting
Street Lighting System,
Cooling System, Heating
System, Lighting System,
Office Equipment, Other
Equipment and Appliances
(including Server and
Elevator)

Aradippou
26 230
The Municipal Town Hall and
the Street lighting
Street Lighting System,
Cooling System, Heating
System, Lighting System,
Office Equipment, Other
Equipment and Appliances
(including Server and Elevator)

Lakatamia
47 226
The Municipal Town Hall
and the Street lighting
Street Lighting System,
Cooling System, Heating
System, Lighting System,
Office Equipment, Other
Equipment and Appliances
(including Server and
Elevator)

Strovolos
76 345
The Municipal Town Hall
and the Street lighting
Street Lighting System,
Cooling System, Heating
System, Lighting System,
Office Equipment, Other
Equipment and Appliances
(including Server and
Elevator)

1 430 MWh

2 007 MWh

3 051 MWh

5 570 MWh

-

-

ISO 9001

ISO 9001

www.compete4secap.eu
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4.2. Audit process
Agios Athanasios
Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Dates &
Duration

Certification: 743.75 €
Surveillance: 743.75 €

Aradippou
Lakatamia
CYS – Cyprus Certification Company (same auditor)
Certification: 743.75 €
Certification: 743.75 €
Surveillance: 743.75 €
Surveillance: 743.75 €

Stage 1

Planned for 04/02/2021

Planned for 15/02/2021

27/11/2020 (7 hours)

Stage 2

To be planned

To be planned

Planned for 18/02/2021
Mayor, Energy Manager,
Municipal Secretary,
Facility Maintenance
Personnel, Energy team,
ISO 9001 responsible
N/A

People met
Places / systems visited

www.compete4secap.eu
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Strovolos
Certification: 743.75 €
Surveillance: 743.75 €
12/12/2019 (7 hours)
15/01/2021
Planned for 28/01/2021
Energy Manager,
Municipal Secretary,
Facility Maintenance
Personnel, Director of
Treasury
N/A

Compete4SECAP – 754162

4.3. Audit report
4.3.3

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Certification result

4.3.4

LA1
0
0
3
10
Did not proceed to
Second phase yet

LA2

LA3

LA4

Main conclusions and feedback

The COVID-19 situation has halted the Certification of the Cyprus Municipalities and the process is expected to resume in September 2020. In Strovolos
Municipality the First phase was completed without major non-conformities but one specific issues was risen with regards to the legislation that will affect
the Second stage and therefore the certification did not proceed to the second stage until this is resolved.
In general, the lack of opportunities for ISO 50001 internal auditors training in Cyprus is an issue that all Municipalities will phase during the certification.
One training was planned by the Certification body but was halted due to COVID-19, with no indication as to when it will be done on a later stage.
Due to the delay encountered, the Cypriot local authorities are unlikely to be certified before the project deadline.

www.compete4secap.eu
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5. France
5.1. General characteristics
Brest
208 930

Caen
270 557

Lorient
52 274

Scope of the EnMS

All public lighting (898
lighting panels for 34817
light sources) and the
municipal fleet (807
vehicles)

4 municipal buildings (the 3
who took part in the energy
saving competition and the
town hall), all public lighting
(17 873 light sources) and
municipal fleet (294
vehicles)

All the municipal heritage
of the city of Lorient: 233
buildings, 400 public
lighting cabinets (represent
3000 light sources), and
177 vehicles

Significant energy uses

Waste collection vehicles
(which account for the vast
majority of consumption
within the transport
perimeter) and all the public
lighting

Under development

Top 10 buildings, all public
lighting and all vehicles

31 300 MWh/year

9 500 MWh/year

35 400 MWh/year

1 500 MWh/year

-

-

-

-

Number of inhabitants

Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

www.compete4secap.eu
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Montauban
74 081
2 buildings participating in ecogestures actions and including
400 local authority employees
and 4 public lighting cabinets
representing different energy
performance levels (2 with
recent LED light sources, 1 with
partial replacement of light
sources and 1 with old
generation light sources)
Boiler room gas of the town
hall, Boiler room gas of the
Carmes, electric heating of the
Conservatory, Solidarity cluster
heat pumps, town hall heat
pumps, lighting, office
automation, the four public
lighting cabinets of the EnMS
scope

Compete4SECAP – 754162

5.2. Audit process
Brest
Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Stage 1
Dates &
Duration
Stage 2

Certification: 5 112.5 €
Surveillance: 2 x 2 045 €
1 day: 21/01/2020
2 days: 13-14/02/2020

People met

Politician in charge of
energy, 2 EnMS
Managers, lighting
manager, vehicle
manager, administrative
direction (Director
General of Human
Resources, Director
General of Networks and
Infrastructures, Director
of Heritage, Director of
Ecology)

Places / systems
visited

Garages and mechanical
workshops for vehicles,
lighted streets in the city
center, 1 street lighting
cabinet

www.compete4secap.eu

Caen
Lorient
Montauban
Same certification body for all local authorities but different auditors.
Certification: Unknown yet
Certification: 6 650 €
Certification: 3 800 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: 2 x 2 660 €
Surveillance: 2 x 1 900 €
To be planned
1 day: 21/09/2020
1 day: 12/12/2019
To be planned
3 days: 9 to 11/12/2020
2 days: 27-28/02/2020
Deputy Mayor and Community
Delegate, General Director of
Technical Services, Director of
Buildings, Flow Economist, Energy
Elected in charge of energy, Manager, Head of the Jobs and Skills
energy manager, energy
Planning Management Division,
purchasing manager,
Deputy Director of Purchasing and
human resources manager,
Public Orders, Head of Public
communication manager,
Buildings, COFELY Operations
building manager, street
Manager, Head of Building
lighting manager, mobility
Management and Public Lighting,
manager, ISO 50001 team.
Building Management Agent in
charge of preparing safety
commissions and monitoring
technical documentation, energy
referents, building occupants.
Technical centre and
garage, moustoir pole
2 control cabinets for public lighting,
(buildings with significant
the technical installation of the
energy use), software,
town hall (boiler room, substation,
cabinets and street lighting
cooling unit and TGBT) and the
fixtures. Visits were limited
premises of the town hall and the
in view of the COVID health
Solidarity Pole.
crisis.
17
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5.3. Audit report
5.3.1

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Strong point
Certification result

5.3.2

LA1
0
4
9
9
7
Success

LA2
0
0
3
9
9
Success

LA3
0
4
9
12
9
Success

LA4

Main conclusions and feedback

It was found that the more comments following the phase 1 audit, the better the LA was prepared for the phase 2 audit and indeed was more compliant
with the ISO 50001 standard.
The work provided to implement energy management systems according to ISO 50001 has been noted. Some remarks were made regarding the
recentness of the systems, in particular on the consideration of regulations, on energy analysis and on the performance monitoring (energy and EnMS).
The people who came to audit the different LAs were not the same and their points of view differed. For example, one auditor found that the internal
audit report was not complete enough, whereas another found it well done (although the documentary framework used was the same for both).

www.compete4secap.eu
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6. Germany
For the implementation of these Energy Management System, Germany chose eea (European Energy Award). It is a quality management instrument for
climate and energy policy planning and for monitoring the implementation of a wide range of municipal climate protection measures. The eea was
recognised as an efficient implementation tool for the Covenant of Mayors (CoM).
The labelling process includes the submission of a labelling request (stage 1) and an eea audit (stage 2) carried out by an external auditor appointed by
the national eea trustee.

6.1. General characteristics
Number of inhabitants
Scope of the eea

Significant energy uses

Amt Hohe Elbgeest
Hohen Neuendorf
Greifswald
3 275
26 321
58 886
The eea addresses the entire territory of the LA. The scope of the eea is based on an initial review of the LA
regarding 79 measures within 6 areas: 1) planning strategies 2) municipal buildings and facilities 3) supply
and disposal 4) mobility 5) internal organisation 6) communication and cooperation, on which the LA can
have a direct impact.
The top 5 most energy intensive
The top 3 most energy intensive
The top 3 most energy
buildings: Schools with Gyms, Child
buildings:
intensive buildings: two
Day Care Centres, Administraion
Primary School, Municipal
Primary Schools, Secondary
Buildings, Sport Halls, Municipal
Building Yard, Library
School
Building Yard

Total energy consumption of
the scope

1 241 MWh/year

Other certified management
system

dena Energie- und
Klimaschutzmanagement - EKM
(public buildings)

www.compete4secap.eu

4 795 MWh/year

14 542 MWh/year

No further management system in place.
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6.2. Labelling process
Amt Hohe Elbgeest
B.&S.U.

Hohen Neuendorf
To be determined

Greifswald
B.&S.U.

Implemented by BSU

To be determined

Implemented by BSU

3 days: 25/07/2018, 11/05/2019 and
13/01/2020
1 day: 26/06/2020

3 days: 14/08/2019, 16/06/2020,
30/07/2020
To be determined

3 days : 30/08/2018, 28/05/2019
and 30/10/2019
1 day : 11/06/2020

People met

Mayor of Aumühle, eea-teamleader, 2
members of the administration in
charge of mobility and water
purification and waste water
treatment

To be determined

Deputy of the mayor (head of
building authority), eea-team leader,
climate protection manager

Places / systems visited

Video conference because of COVID19 situation

To be determined

Audit meeting on site with the
energy team and responsible people
involved

Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Dates &
Duration

Stage 1
Stage 2

www.compete4secap.eu
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6.3. Audit report
In Greifswald, the 2nd review took place in June 2020 but the city can only be labelled and awarded after the eea action plan will be officially adopted by
the city council, which is expected to take place in February 2021.
The external audit in Amt Hohe Elbgeest took place in June 2020. However, Amt Hohe Elbgeest did not reach the thresholds for eea certification, since
the management system was newly introduced in that LA and there was not enough progress between the adoption of the official action plan and the
external audit, rating improvements in the 6 eea areas. In fact, the external audit was only carried out at this early stage, to take place within the time
schedule of the C4S project time.
Hohen Neuendorf on the other hand has decided to implement more measures of the eea action plan, before the external audit will be conducted to
show enough improvements and progress to get labelled with the eea award. The external audit is foreseen to take place in the first half of 2021.
The systems that have been introduced in these cities are all well organised and hence are building a good basis for improvements in the next years.
However, due personnel change in the climate protection management of Greifswald and Amt Hohe Elbgeest, as well as delays in the overall eea process
due to e.g. the pandemic, none of the LAs have been awarded according to the eea within project duration.

www.compete4secap.eu
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7. Hungary
7.1. General characteristics
Number of inhabitants

Scope of the EnMS

Significant energy uses
Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

Budaörs

Kaposvár

28 394
building management and
use in 2 administrative
buildings, 1 swimming pool,
2 kindergartens and 1 mixused building
(administration &
community centre)

63 742

PestszentlőrincPestszentimre
101 613

Újpest
100 694

building management and use
in 3 administrative buildings of
the LA

property and swimming
pool management,
community services

building management and
administration in 4
administrative buildings, 4
kindergartens, 1 children’s
home, 1 health care centre
and 1 swimming pool

heating, lighting and
electricity use of all buildings

heating, lighting and
electricity use of one building

heating, lighting and
electricity use of all
buildings

heating of 2 buildings,
electricity use of one
building

7 969 MWh/year

1 301 MWh/year

3 553 MWh/year

4 612 MWh/year

-

ISO 27001

-

ISO 9001

www.compete4secap.eu
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7.2. Audit process
PestszentlőrincÚjpest
Pestszentimre
Different certification bodies for 1 local authority, but same for the 3 others.
Certification: 1 600 €
Certification: 1 400 €
Certification: 2 050 €
Certification: 6 000 €
Surveillance: 2 x 825 €
Surveillance: 2 x 700 €
Surveillance: 2 x 1 150 €
Surveillance: 2 x 2 250
1 day: 27/11/2019
1 day: 22/10/2019
1 day: 15/11/2019
1 day: 6/6/2019
2 days: 2-3/12/2019
1 day: 7/11/2019
2 days: 28-29/11/2019
1 day: 28/6/2019
15 people (Head of Finance
11 people (Vice-mayor, Head
9 people (Notary, Director
Department, Heads of
of the Cabinet of the Mayor,
of Environmental
10 people (Deputy Director,
Departments from different
directors of the swimming
Institute/Department,
Director of Facility
institutes, Facility Managers for
pool and the facility
Director of City
Management Division,
public swimming pools, energy
management company of
Maintenance Department,
Energy Manager, Head and management team coordinator,
the town, energy
Energy Manager, Waste
Administrator of Swimming
Directors of Kindergarten and a
management team
Management Officer,
Pool Management
Primary School, project
coordinator, project
Facility Manager, Officer of
Department, 2 technicians,
development/tender
development/tender
the Legal Department, 2
Internal Controller, 2
coordinator,
coordinator, 4 further
Officers of the City
consultants on behalf of GDI)
technicians/employees, 2
technicians/employees, 1
Maintenance Department)
consultants on behalf of GDI, 2
consultant on behalf of GDI)
external consultants)
4 buildings (2 swimming
11 buildings (1 swimming pool;
pools: Vilmos Endre Sports
1 Health Centre; 2
Centre, “Kastélydomb"
3 buildings (Town Hall,
2 buildings (City Hall, Office
administrative offices of the City
Swimming Pool; 2
swimming pool, BTG office
building of City
Facility Management company;
administrative units: Division
building)
Maintenance Department)
2 central buildings of the Town
of Facility Management and
Hall; 1 school building and 4
Division of Central
Kindergartens)
Administration)
Budaörs

Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Stage 1
Dates &
Duration
Stage 2

People met

Places / systems
visited
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7.3. Audit report
7.3.1

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Certification result

7.3.2

LA1
0
1
15
1
Success

LA2
0
2
17
3
Success

LA3
0
1
3
4
Success

LA4
0
3
18
5
Success

Main conclusions and feedback

These were the first 4 LAs to implement an EnMS according to ISO 50001, therefore the certifying bodies had to apply some new approaches.
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8. Italy
8.1. General characteristics
Number of
inhabitants
Scope of the EnMS
Significant energy
uses
Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

San Vito di Leguzzano

Rubano

Udine

Abano Terme

3 590

16 544

99 377

20 265

all public buildings; street
lighting; LA's RES plants
4 Public Building; Public
Lightning

all public buildings; street
lighting; LA's RES plants

14 public buildings; street
lighting; LA's RES plants

all public buildings; street
lighting; LA's RES plants

10 Buildings; Public Lightning

13 Buildings; Public Lighting

11 Buildings; Public Lightning

875 MWh/year

5 444 MWh/year

10 775 MWh/year

6 240 MWh/year

-

ISO 9001 (Quality
Management System)

ISO 14001 (Environment
Management System)

ISO 14001 (Environment
Management System)
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8.2. Audit process
Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Stage 1
Dates &
Duration

San Vito di Leguzzano
Under selection
Certification: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Postponed at the beginning of
2021

Udine
Bureau Veritas
Certification: 2 460 €
Surveillance: 2 x 1 230 €

Abano Terme
CSQA

1 day: 01/08/2019

November 19, 2020;

Stage 1 October 5, 2020;

To be done

2 days equivalent (there
were 2 auditors):
03/09/2019

December 16, 2020

October 29-30, 2020

Top Management + Energy
Team (approximately 6
people) – only stage 1 yet.

12 people (Top Management
including mayor; Energy
Team; Quality Manager)

Top Management including
mayor + Energy Team
(approximately 12 people)

Top Management including
mayor + Energy Team
(approximately 8 people)

To be done

Municipal City Hall,
Buonarroti Primary School,
Lighting System electrical
panels

Online audit due to COVID
crisis

Municipal City Hall, Pascoli
School, Stadium delle
Terme Sport Facility

Stage 2

People met

Rubano
Bureau Veritas

Places / systems visited
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8.3. Audit report
8.3.1

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Strong point
Certification result

8.3.2

LA1
0
0
0
2
7
Success

LA2
0
0
0
8
10
Success

LA3
0
0
0
7
4
Success

LA4

Main conclusions and feedback

In accordance with the requirements of the new ISO 50001: 2018, auditors and Certification Bodies tend to stress the aspect related to the dynamic
variables that influence or can influence the energy performance. Indeed, hours of operation of municipal buildings, equipment and systems represent a
fundamental aspect to be monitored and recorded. Municipalities that already have a Management System (ISO 9001 / ISO 14001) have a higher maturity
than Municipalities that approach ISO 50001: 2018 as the first system. In general, the ISO 50001 Management Systems seem to be more effective in
medium-sized municipalities (15,000-30,000 inhabitants) than in very small or large municipalities. The work environment and the division of skills as well
as the number of people involved make the implementation of the system more effective.
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9. Latvia
9.1. General characteristics
Number of inhabitants
Scope of the EnMS
Significant energy uses
Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

Bauska
22 784

Ķegums
5 344

Saldus
22 006

All public buildings; street
lighting and municipal fleet

All public buildings; street
lighting and municipal fleet

All public buildings; street
lighting and municipal fleet

Top 10 public buildings

Top 10 public buildings

Top 10 public buildings

Tukums
27 848
All public buildings with
district heating; street
lighting and municipal fleet
Top 10 public buildings

13 510 MWh/year

2 980 MWh/year

12 970 MWh/year

14 370 MWh/year

-

-

-

-
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9.2. Audit process
Bauska
Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Dates &
Duration

Stage 1
Stage 2

Certification: 1 000 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet
2 days: 17/04/2019 and
21/05/2019
2 days: 28-29/05/2019

Ķegums
Saldus
Same certification body for all local authorities.
Certification: 900 €
Certification: 1 100 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet

Certification: 1 000 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet

1 day: 13/06/2019

1 day: 28/05/2019

1 day: 13/06/2019

2 days: 8-9/07/2019

2 days: 20-21/06/2019
17 persons (mayor,
executive director, energy
manager, office of
procurement, head of
Development department,
directors of different
institutions, technical
personnel of selected
buildings etc.)

2 days: 8-9/07/2019

People met

15 persons (mayor, energy
manager, head and project
manager of development
department, directors of
different institutions,
technical personnel of
selected buildings etc.)

14 persons (mayor, energy
manager, electrician,
directors of different
institutions, technical
personnel of selected
buildings etc.)

Places / systems visited

Whole system, 9 public
buildings and 1 street
lighting section

Whole system and 6 public
buildings

www.compete4secap.eu

Tukums

Whole system and 9 public
buildings

29

12 persons (mayor,
executive director, energy
manager, office of
procurement, project
manager, directors of
different institutions etc.)
Whole system and 7 public
buildings
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9.3. Audit report
9.3.3

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Certification result

9.3.4

LA1
0
4
8
Success

LA2
0
0
11
Success

LA3
1
7
15
Success

LA4
0
1
13
Success

Main conclusions and feedback

It was the first time for certifying organisation to certify LAs according to the new ISO 50001:2018 standard. It was not always clear to auditor the link
between SEAP and EnMS, especially in case of the overall objectives and CO2 emissions.
Latvia was the first country in the project to finalise the certifications and also on the most extensive perimeter. The willingness of Latvian LAs to do right
must be noticed (in other countries LAs were somewhat reluctant to include extensive perimeters).
The certification costs were also the lowest in the project.
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10. Spain
10.1.
Number of inhabitants
Scope of the EnMS

Significant energy uses
Total energy
consumption of the
scope
Other certified
management system

General characteristics
Ceutí
11 565
7 buildings including 3
administrative buildings and
4 primary and secondary
schools
Electricity in all buildings
and natural gas in the 4
primary and secondary
schools for the heating
system

Cieza
34 889
4 administrative buildings and
public lighting (4138 light
points and 673,44 kW
installed)

Las Torres de Cotillas
21 753

Murcia
475 133

4 buildings including 3
administrative buildings and
a sports center

5 administrative buildings

Electricity in all buildings for
all uses

Electricity in all buildings for
all uses and use of natural
gas in the sports center for
the production of hot water

Electricity in all buildings for
all uses

574 MWh/year

2 180 MWh/year

662 MWh/year

2 993 MWh/year

-

-

ISO 9001

-
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10.2.

Audit process
Ceutí

Audit organism
Audits costs
(excluded VAT)
Stage 1
Dates &
Duration
Stage 2

People met

Places / systems visited

Cieza
Las Torres de Cotillas
Murcia
Same certification body for all local authorities and same auditor.
Certification: 3 176 €
Certification: 3 176 €
Certification: 2 117 €
Certification: 3 176 €
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet
Surveillance: Unknown yet
1 day: 15/07/2019
1 day: 16/07/2019
1 day: 22/07/2019
1 day: 23/07/2019
2 days: 02-03/12/2019
2 days: 16-17/12/2019
1 day: 04/12/2019
2 days: 18-19/12/2019
EnMS manager and lighting
EnMS manager, two
responsible, environmental
administrative workers,
technician, local engineer,
EnMS manager, local
technical coordination and
local electrician, energy
EnMS manager, local
engineer, European
economic administrative
responsible and manager of
engineer responsible of
projects manager, two
worker, sports worker, police
the public library, energy
European projects, Local
school principals, culture
inspector, director of the
responsible of the city
Energy Agency of Murcia,
area manager, cultural
social services center,
council house and
local engineer (climate
activities manager, Mayor,
councilor of urban planning,
administrative worker,
responsible), IT Section
three administrative
ecological transition,
development and
responsible
workers
environment and public
employment local agent,
domain, environmental
energy responsible of the
technician
social welfare building
City Council house,
Cultural center, Los
City Council house, Public
City Council house,
Torraos Health Center,
Library, Public lighting
City Council house, Public
Multiple uses building,
Primary School Diego
facilities, Social welfare
sports center, Police station
Economic services building,
Martínez Rico, Primary
center
Moneo Building
School Juan Ayala
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10.3.

Audit report

10.3.1

Final results

Major non-conformity
Minor non-conformity
Potential non-conformity
Opportunity for improvement
Strong point
Certification result

10.3.2

LA1
0
5
2
2
1
Success

LA2
0
6
3
8
1
Success

LA3
0
5
5
4
0
Success

LA4
0
4
5
1
3
Success

Main conclusions and feedback

The systems are successfully implemented, and great improvement are shown in comparison with stages 1. There were some minor non-conformities,
but no critical aspects and they can be satisfied during the next years. The systems are well organised and great basis to be improved in the next years in
order to guarantee a continuous improvement.
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11. Statistics
11.1.

Overall results

The graph below shows the number of audit remarks for each paragraph of the ISO 50001 standard for all the EnMS certified LAs within the
Compete4SECAP project. Audit remarks include major and minor non-conformities, potential non-conformities and opportunities for improvement. In
addition, some strengths are identified in the audit reports of some countries (such as France or Spain) but not all, so they have not been included in the
following graph.

Overhall summary of remarks for all EnMS certified within the Compete4SECAP project
4 - Context of the Organization 0 4
5 - Leadership 01

2

7

6

6 - Planning 1

8
14

7 - Support 0 3
8 - Operation 0
9 - Performance evaluation 0
10 - Improvement 0 3

34
14

5

21

13
13

27
17

10

0
major non-conformity

35

21

19
10

20
minor non-conformity

30

40

50

potential non-conformities

60

70

80

90

opportunities for improvement

Paragraphs 6 and 9 of ISO 50 001 have the most remarks, in particular the majority of minor non-conformities. Indeed, these are the respective paragraphs
of planning and performance evaluation, the two main axes of the management system.
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11.2.

Remarks from the certification audits

The following remarks are taken from the audit reports of the various local authorities that have had their Energy Management System ISO 50001 certified
in the framework of the Compete4SECAP project (anonymised). This list is not exhaustive and is intended to give examples of remarks according to the
following paragraphs of the standard.

11.2.1
§ ISO 50 001
4.2
4.3
4.3
5.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
7.2

Non-Conformity

Non-Conformity
Some relevant stakeholders that affect the management system (e.g.: administration, maintenance companies or gas supply
company) have not been included.
During the audit, it was observed that several municipal buildings were subject to energy certification (including the pool and main
building), but no energy certificate was available in any of the sites.
The definition of EnMS scope shall be refined in the EnMS manual because activities conducted on off-site locations (e.g., cleaning,
sport field maintenance) as well as the energy and fuel used for these are not included in the EnMS scope at the moment.
Job descriptions of the coordinator as well as members of the EnMS Team did not include the definition of roles, responsibilities and
authorities in relation to EnMS and/or they did not have the appointment for the task.
In the energy review, there is no evidence that future energy uses, and consumptions are estimated. The use of energy has not been
evaluated either.
The Energy Review does not present all relevant factors related to the significant energy uses identified.
The planned actions derived from the energy review do not include the objective of improving the information on consumption of
significant uses (disaggregate consumption).
Follow-up of the public lighting performance indicator is evidenced, but there is no evidence of the analysis of deviations registered
with respect to the baseline.
There is no evidence that the two variables affected (hours of operation and installed power) have been taken into account in the
calculation of the Public Lighting baseline.
The collection plan is incomplete regarding data related to relevant factors relating to significant energy uses (e.g. km travelled,
lighting points, etc.). Moreover, the monitoring arrangements for internal fuel meters or lux meter are not defined.
The competences required for the operation of the energy management system and for carrying out internal audits are not defined
in the management system or in the Human Resources documentation.
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§ ISO 50 001
8.1

8.1

9.1

9.2
9.3
9.3
10.1

Non-Conformity
Where the energy management operator determines a deviation of the specific energy consumption from the rate of 10%,
operations must be carried out in accordance with the operational control procedure. A 102% deviation has been identified for the
tax department of the county of Codes in April, but records of causes are not available.
During the visit to various centres, deficiencies in operational control are detected, eg: thermostats with temperatures of 27ºC
(heat), windows that do not close well, lights switched on during all working hours, even if they are empty, individual heaters,
computers that do not have the power saving option, lights continuously switched on in a garage, hot water taps without regulated
economizer.
a) Regarding RD 1027/2007, although the applicable legal requirements have been identified and evaluated, there is no evidence of
compliance in the different centres.
b) There is no evidence that compliance with the requirements derived from RD 842/2002 (five-year inspection by OCA public
buildings concurrence), or the Order of September 11, 2003, of the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Innovation, which establishes
procedures for authorization of installers and control bodies in the maintenance and inspection of low-voltage electrical
installations in public places with a risk of fire or explosion and places with special characteristics (legislation no identified).
The internal audit was not complete as beyond formal document checking no on-site audit took place for one facility.
The management report (as explained by the Energy Supervisor) has been conducted focusing on the procedures/processes, but
does not address the performance of the system.
In the review report of the system by the management dated 13.12.2019, no information is included on the result of the monitoring
and measurements for the 2019 financial year (reference to consumption in 2018 and to the defined values of the different energy
indicators).
There is no evidence that actions have been planned to correct the deficiencies detected in the operational control parts (quarterly)
carried out in the different buildings.
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11.2.2
§ ISO 50 001
4.2
5.3
6.1
6.2
6.2
6.2

6.3

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.4
6.4
6.5
6.5

Potential Non-Conformity

Potential Non-Conformity
For the evaluation of the fulfilment of legal requirements it is useful to provide and/or refer to those information/data on facts
demonstrating the compliance.
A responsibility assignment matrix should be attached to make the energy related tasks more transparent in the procedures.
Following the analysis of the risks and opportunities, the presentation of the use of this analysis is not carried out to enable the
definition of the actions decided upon. Various actions are however carried out but their follow-up is not documented.
The action replacing the 3 air conditioning machines of the municipal library (of which only one works) has not been quantified.
Goals 1 to 5, 10% reduction in consumption, planned over four years, have referred all the energy savings for the first year, instead
of distributing the improvements year by year.
Facility level energy targets in the action plan shall be accompanied by instruments, resources as well as the definition of energy
savings in kWh/year unit.
The method used to define significant energy uses did not make it possible to differentiate between the types of public lighting uses
for which improvement actions have been decided upon. The entire public lighting domain is considered as SEU, but specific actions
have been decided on certain public lighting uses. On the other hand, for the vehicle fleet, the method used makes it possible to
identify significant energy uses on the basis of vehicle types. Even if improvements are possible to better differentiate uses, the results
for this sector are relevant.
Although significant uses have been identified in the energy review of each building, the definition of significant use have not been
included in the documentation.
The elevators (except in police station) have not been identified in the inventories of the different buildings, being included in the
"equipment" section.
In an energy audit carried out in 2016, a series of improvements are proposed and have not been evaluated or transferred to the
energy review.
In the future, the list of energy savings and energy efficiency possibilities should be compiled by taking the priorities into account.
Energy performance indicators should be diversified (eg. energy use per number of employees; detailed by at least per energy types…).
The periodicity of monitoring of the various monitoring and performance indicators is not specified in the management system. The
implementation of the energy team meetings has just started.
It is suggested to apply the average of the last 3 years when defining Baseline Energy Use instead of last year's data.
A reference year was chosen for the definition of consumption data: 2018. However, the energy reference situation is incomplete and
does not present the operational situation of the vehicle fleet management. Several data are available at the operational level but
these data are not specified when presenting RES in the Energy Review.
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§ ISO 50 001
6.6
6.6
7.4
7.4
7.5
8.1
8.1
8.1
9.1
9.1
9.2
9.3
10.1
10.2

Potential Non-Conformity
The registry of measurement equipment shall be amended with expiration data of verification and calibration certifications of the
meters as well as all relevant documents shall be collected and archived.
It is advised to try to list all energy using machines/equipment and if possible to install more energy meters in order to get a more
precise overview.
More information materials should be displayed to promote the EnMS.
During the two days of the audit, the municipal website was out of service, so it has not been possible to verify that the energy
policy is available.
The rules for the management of documented information are incomplete concerning the management of external reports available
to the garage (e.g. technical inspections).
During the inspection of the lighting cabinets, two points of control defect appeared:
- cabinet no. 5: the document "recordings of lighting points" is not dated, on the other hand the synoptic of the supplied luminaries
is present
- cabinet no. 22: absence of the "recordings of lighting points" and synoptic
No acquisition has been made that affects energy performance since the implementation of the management system.
A more efficient condensation boiler should be installed instead of the present very old boiler.
During the visit of the utilities, the air conditioners of the town hall do not have regulatory stickers attesting the tightness control.
This point is notified in SP for two reasons: the air conditioners will be changed in the year 2020, the CERFA of the controls are
available.
The procedure for evaluating the risks and opportunities (probability and severity) has not been specified.
An internal audit was carried out on 12 November and 13 December 2019 with a neighbouring town which is in the process of
obtaining ISO 50001 too. The report of the audit does not present the audited points and all possible improvements. Only the
documentary discrepancies are presented.
A more significant effort should be made to incorporate the energy performance evaluation and its related tables, documented
information in the management review minutes.
It has not been determined what is or would be non-compliance, the manual is not specific on this subject. For example: when leaving
the site (after the audit), the auditor notes that a screen in the reception service remained on, the question is how this type of
malfunction is identified and dealt with, taking into account the risks.
More movement sensors could be installed to improve the lighting related saving potentials.
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11.2.3
§ ISO 50 001
4.1
4.2
5.2
5.2
5.3
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.6
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

Opportunity for Improvement

Opportunity for Improvement
The issues are listed in the manual, making them complex to review and update. The creation of a record would make it easier to
review them at least annually before the management review. Same with the list and expectations of interested parties that are
listed in the energy review, a record is more appropriate.
Highlighting strong partnerships.
The policy is in conformity with the expectations, signed by the Mayor. There is an opportunity to make it countersigned by the
Director General of Services.
Other sectors that are already involved in an improvement process should be included in the scope of certification. Various provisions
are already in place for the building management sector.
A presentation of roles and responsibilities is in place. An improvement on the job descriptions of EnMS managers is planned as part
of the annual interviews to clarify their role at the Local Authority level.
The action plan is the steering tool of the EnMS, it is well structured with, in particular, a column provided information on the method
of evaluation of results, but it remains to be completed with: the object of the action, risks and opportunities and verification of the
action effectiveness.
A work program is defined per year. The construction of the program should be completed to enable the link between the criteria
used to identify significant uses and the works program and the objectives defined for the year 2020 to be presented.
The demonstration of the achievement of the objectives is not shown in the document presenting the works action plan.
According to the Energy Manager, the baseline is the 2015-2017 average. This value has not been calculated and therefore no
comparison of this indicator with the base value has been made. It also refers to other indicators defined by the organisation, such as
specific heating consumption (normalized).
The energy switching platform sets a coefficient of 1 t/m3 for the conversion of granules to energy values, which does not correspond
to the truth of both clumps and berth cubes. The amount of heat thus determined is inaccurate.
During the lighting phase survey, the Energy Manager indicated that the lighting is controlled using both twilight sensors and light
relays so no lights are on in the day. But viewing the distribution network's April monthly readings showed pronounced peaks just
over the holidays. It was concluded that street lighting does works by day on holiday.
The roles and missions of the energy relays should be documented in the manual.
The drafting of instructions must be encouraged in the areas where they appear useful: e.g. setting of target temperatures.
A shift is suggested from paper based documentation towards digitalization.
It worth to compile a registry on building energy certificates at least with the most basic data (building and certification ID, date,
efficiency rate).
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§ ISO 50 001
8.3
9.1

9.3

10.1

Opportunity for Improvement
It will be necessary to ensure that the Informatics Directorate integrates energy criteria when purchasing equipment from the central
purchasing unit.
A weekly activity report is drawn up. Malfunctions and anomalies are analysed during these meetings. The identification of noncompliances related to the operational activity could be carried out following the operation of the various weekly meetings on the
basis of recurring anomalies.
A first management review was carried out 10 days before the audit. The report is not yet sufficiently detailed on certain topics (which
are also discussed in the appendices):
- in addition to the general results, the details of the KPI results for each SEU should have been commented on
- The elements associated with the integration of energy in training could have been addressed as well as the rate of people
sensitized...
- the risk/opportunity approach should be systematically reviewed and deepened, for example the lack of intervention by the CCAS
site owner presents a risk to the results and should have been reviewed, especially as actions are underway with the legal department
or the risks on energy performance in relation to the constraints of meeting the requirements of the architect of the buildings...
An improvement in the traceability of the actions undertaken following the analysis of the results of "over" or "under" consumption
or consumption anomalies of public lighting should be foreseen.
Actions are carried out and analysed but the summary of these actions is not yet available for 2019. An assessment is planned for the
next management review.
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12. Annexes: ISO 50001 certificates
12.1.

Croatia
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Croatia has certificates like these for all its buildings included in the EnMS since they are managed by different body e.g. primary
school, city administration, and communal company. The LA is however the owner of the buildings and is funding the energy and other
bills.
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12.2.

France
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12.3.

Hungary
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12.4.

Italy
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12.5.

Latvia
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12.6.

Spain
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